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Eid Mubarak!

In the name of Allah,
most Gracious, most Merciful

Insha Allah, Eid ul-Adha falls in the
middle of September, marking the
willingness of Ibrahim (as) to obey
the command of Allah (swt) to
sacrifice his son Ismail (as), and
the hajj season.
All of us at Rocket Science and the
Mount Albert Islamic Trust wish
you “Eid Mubarak”.

We also remember all those
brothers and sisters who have
made the journey to Saudi Arabia
for hajj, and pray that their hajj is
accepted by Allah (swt) (hajj
mabrur).
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Moral vaccination
When a baby is born, its parents
are advised to provide
immunisation and take the baby to
receive vaccination against
measles, polio, German measles,
etc. They are told this because it
shows they care for their baby, it is
the right thing to do and it
provides immunisation against
these deadly diseases.
The question is why then would
you provide these shots when the
baby is newborn and is not
exposed to the world, spending
most of its time indoors, and why
provide it so early?
The answer is that providing these
vaccinations early prevents these
diseases later on in life when they
do become exposed to the external
environment, by developing
immunity against these diseases.
So in order to protect us from
these diseases we take
vaccinations. But our life is not just
physical. We also have a soul that
needs moral immunisation against
the ills and diseases of a moral
nature. These are just as
contagious as the physical
diseases. Just like medical
vaccinations, the principle of early
immunisation is applicable to our
soul and morality. The world is full
of immoralities that affect us day in
day out. We need to protect
ourselves against immoralities like
greed, violence, racism,
homosexuality, drugs and alcohol.
Every day we see news reports
about attacks on the elderly. There
are muggings, robbery, violence
against teachers and parents.
These days we see, as early as in
high school, kids claiming to be
gay or transgender. Authubillah!
What has the world come to?
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This is proof that our society is full
of moral ills. This is very
contagious and our children are
exposed to it every day. As we all
know, when a child is very young,
they accept what is told to them by
their parents. But as they grow
older, they become more and more
influenced by external parties such
as their peers, school friends, the
media and the internet. As such,
they are exposed to more and
more of these moral ills. They may
find it extremely difficult to resist
these pressures and see the right
way.
As they grow older, they will listen
more to their peers than their
parents. They are more prone to
becoming influenced by moral ills.
This is where moral vaccination
comes in. Unless the child is
immunised against these ills when
they are very young, they will not
be able to resist such immoralities
in the later stages of their lives.
They may succumb to these vices
and moral ills.
As parents we should not just care
about their physical wellbeing. We
need to ensure that we provide the
required moral support especially
in the early stages of our child’s
life, so that they will succeed not
only in this world, but also in the
hereafter. This again stresses the
importance of having the right
morals and should not be ignored.
As parents, we should utilise the
very limited window of time at the
early stages of a child’s life, and
plant seeds of goodness in them,
and immunise them against moral
ills. We need to spend more quality
time with our children at early
stages so that they will be
educated in what is right and what
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is wrong according to the Quran
and sunnah. It is not only
important to do this verbally, but
our actions must also depict what
we preach. Remember that
children learn more by imitating
what parents do, rather than being
told what to do.
A case in point is prayers. We can
try many times and force them to
pray and not succeed. But instead,
why not pray in front of them and
set an example for them to follow?
They might, insha Allah, become
interested and start praying
themselves.
Take another example – fasting.
Rather than purely preaching that
they should fast, why not reward
the children for each day they fast
as they are learning to fast? They
will grow up to enjoy fasting.
Encourage good behaviour by
giving rewards, and discourage the
bad. It will be a hard sell, if we
don’t do the fasting ourselves. So
setting a good example is the key.
Some parents use the words “insha
Allah” lightly. When they say these
words, they do not have any
intention of performing the action.
These are just empty words. Just
like their parents, children will
grow up saying “insha Allah”
without having the slightest
inclination to perform the action. It
becomes a phrase of dishonesty,
insincerity and lies.
Unlike physical immunisation,
moral immunisation has no quick
fix. We cannot simply inject a
needle and expect the child to
change its attitude the next day.
Moral immunisation is a type of
immunisation we owe to our
children. It takes patience, love,
knowledge, time, effort, and
consistency. You can’t expect a 20year-old to change their attitude
overnight if we ourselves have not
immunised them at age 5.
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It is not easy but the fruits of our
sowing are well worth it. The
investment we make today will
help our next generation in years
to come, and will remain even after
we leave this earth. The Prophet
(saw) said, “When the son of Adam
dies, his deeds cease or
discontinue except for three: a
running charity, beneficial
knowledge, and a righteous child
who makes dua for his parents.”
Remember that we will be
questioned on the day of
judgement about this. As the
Prophet (saw) said, “Every one of
you is a shepherd and everyone is
responsible for his flock.”
Some parents deny such
responsibility. Others are ignorant.
Yet others do not take it seriously.
They are too busy with their
worldly lives. Then one day they
wake up and find that their child
has gone astray. They realise that
they haven’t planted the seeds of
goodness in their children in the
early stages of their lives.
Some parents have the
misconception that children will
always be children. Others believe
that, because they themselves are
Muslims, their children will be
Muslims. This is not always true.
Many parents have been through
such scenarios. They gave their
children everything including a
good education, good clothes, love,
affection, and whatever else the
child may have wanted. But they
failed in one important area –
moral upbringing. They forgot
about the hereafter and failed to
bring up their children in an Islamic
way. They failed their duty as
shepherds of their flock. Allah
(swt) wants us to do what is right,
and to forbid evil. And we will bear
the consequences of the choices
we make every day. We as parents
haven’t listened to this verse. We
failed miserably.
© Mount Albert Islamic Trust
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Remember that we do not prepare
the soldiers for battle in the battle!
We train them well beforehand so
that we will be victorious during
the battle. When the disease is
caught, you are not looking for
immunity. Instead you are looking
for treatment. We should raise
children that, when invited to
drugs, crime and alcohol, can
stand up to these and other moral
ills, and say, “I am Muslim. I don’t
do that”.
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For those of us who are too far
down the track and have children
who are already exhibiting poor
moral behaviour, it is not too late
to repent and ask for dua. Allah
(swt) has said that even those who
commit heinous sins can be
forgiven if we repent and return to
Him, and do righteous deeds. Let’s
take heed of His words and make
the change for the better, if not for
our generation, then the next. For
Allah is Oft Forgiving and Merciful.

So let us today make an effort to
change the way we bring up our
kids and provide that vital
immunisation that is required to
help our next generation succeed
not only in this world, but also the
hereafter.

Halal tourism
On 23 March, a symposium on
halal tourism was held at Auckland
Institute of Studies (AIS). Over 50
participants attended, representing
all aspects of tourism. It was the
second in a series of annual
symposia, insha Allah; last year’s
was held in Hamilton, and next
year’s will be held in Christchurch.
This summary describes some of
the main themes that ran
throughout the symposium.
“Halal tourism”
The name of the topic was
debated. While halal tourism is an
accurate term for the phenomenon
(ie it is about tourism for Muslim
tourists avoiding any haram
items), it has two distinct
drawbacks. Firstly, most people
around the world do not know
precisely what halal means.
Secondly, while halal refers to
© Mount Albert Islamic Trust

anything that is permitted in Islam,
it is most often encountered in
relationship to food (halal
butchers, halal slaughter, halal
certification, halal restaurants,
halal turkey bacon, etc).
The alternative term Muslimfriendly tourism was discussed.
This seems like a better term, for
two main reasons. Firstly,
everyone understands what
Muslim-friendly tourism means
(even if they may not know
precisely what it takes to provide
Muslim-friendly tourism). Secondly,
the term Muslim-friendly tourism
resembles many other examples of
“X-friendly tourism”:
environmentally-friendly (ecofriendly), family-friendly, childrenfriendly, pet-friendly, wheelchairfriendly (handicapped-friendly),
bike-friendly, etc.
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Attracting tourists
One distinct disadvantage of New
Zealand, from the tourism point of
view, is that it is a distance from
most other countries (the “end of
the line”). Tourism deals largely
with two main factors: firstly,
providing tourists with what they
want, need and expect; and
secondly, identifying target
markets and promoting the country
to those markets.
In terms of identifying markets,
Australia is the closest country but
it does not have substantial
numbers of Muslims (476,000, or
2.2% of the population, according
to the 2011 census). This pales
into insignificance compared with
other regions at various distances
from New Zealand: Southeast Asia
(Indonesia, the world’s largest
Muslim country, Malaysia,
Singapore, Brunei Darussalam, etc,
with over 240 million); the Indian
subcontinent (India, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, the
Maldives, etc, with over 500
million); the Middle East (Egypt,
Saudi Arabia, Iran, Iraq, Syria,
Jordan, Lebanon, Turkey, etc, with
over 300 million).
While Southeast Asia is the closest
of these three regions, tourists
from these countries are not
relatively big spenders (high yield).
Rather, it is the Middle Easterners
who spend big while on holiday.
Effort therefore needs to be spent,
not only in the easier job of
attracting lower-spending Muslim
tourists from nearby Southeast
Asia, but also in the harder job of
attracting big-spending Muslim
tourists from the faraway Middle
East.
Once Muslim tourists make it to
New Zealand, it is not difficult to
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attract them to particular venues.
For instance, one speaker at the
symposium was Tommy Ning,
manager of the Mustard Seed
Malaysian Restaurant1 in the
Auckland City Hotel. He pointed out
not only that Muslim tourists come
to his restaurant because it is
halal, but also that Muslim tourists
stay at the Auckland City Hotel
because it has a halal restaurant in
it.
Networking
The symposium attracted
representatives from all aspects of
the tourism industry: tour agents,
hotels, eateries, regulatory bodies,
academic researchers, etc. A major
function of the symposium was to
provide a forum for networking
between these various
stakeholders. It clearly makes
sense for halal tour agents catering
to Muslim groups to form alliances
with Muslim-friendly hotels, halal
eateries, etc, and vice versa.
Working with non-Muslims
This is not to say that Muslimowned tour agencies should
collaborate only with Muslimowned hotels, Muslim-owned
eateries, etc. The provision of halal
tourism involves both Muslims and
non-Muslims.
The statistics make this clear. In
the 2011 census of New Zealand,
there were 46,000 Muslims. Of
these, two-thirds live in the
Auckland region. That means that
there are only around 15,000 in
the whole of the rest of the
country. Of these, 3,000 live in the
Waikato region (including
Hamilton), and 4,000 in
Wellington, both in North Island.
Fewer than 5,000 live in the whole
of South Island.
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However, when tourists come to
New Zealand, they spend time in
both islands, especially the South if
they are interested in the really
spectacular scenery. There are
thus large areas of South Island
with no halal eateries, mosques,
etc.
The importance of working with
non-Muslims and of winning over
non-Muslims to the value of halal
tourism was brought home by an
episode shortly after the
symposium. Prof Chris Ryan of the
University of Waikato, one of the
symposium’s organisers, reported
that he had tried to ask a (nonMuslim) agent in Christchurch (in
South Island) to cater for a Muslim
group who wanted to eat at halal
eateries (there are plenty in
Christchurch, which has 3,000
Muslims) and go to the mosque
(which is centrally located, just
across the road from Hagley Park).
The agent replied that they did not
do “that kind of tour”.
In contrast, Purwanti Rachmadi of
Halal Tour NZ2, based in Auckland,
reported that she has a good
working relationship with a nonMuslim agent in Queenstown (in
South Island), who was
accommodating and happy to learn
about Muslim tourists’ needs. She
has sent several tour groups there,
where their halal food and mosque
needs etc are taken care of.
Focus nowadays
In previous decades, it may have
been difficult to find halal food,
mosques etc in New Zealand.
However, with the explosion in the
Muslim population over the last 20
years (from 5,000 in 1991 to
46,000 in 2013), due to migration,
it is nowadays easy to find halal
food and mosques, at least in the
main centres. In terms of halal
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tourism, the focus now needs to
shift to Muslim-friendly hotels. As
mentioned above, the Auckland
City Hotel attracts many Muslim
tourists, precisely because it is
Muslim-friendly, with a halal
restaurant.
Very few halal restaurants
While the number of halal eateries
has increased steadily over the last
couple of decades, the range of
halal eateries has not increased in
two respects. Firstly, as has been
mentioned in previous articles in
Rocket Science, the majority of
halal eateries serve either kebabs,
or Indian food (butter chicken,
etc). There is a dearth of, say,
halal Chinese, halal Thai, halal
Italian, etc eateries.
Secondly, most eateries are cafes
or takeaways. There are very few
eateries that can be classified as
upmarket restaurants, that is, the
kind of place you would take
prestigious, important overseas
visitors to.
Halal kitchens
The Auckland City Hotel is a fourstar hotel. The Mustard Seed
Restaurant, being located inside
the hotel, therefore also has to be
four-star. And this means that, by
regulation, it has to serve alcohol.
As a result, it cannot receive halal
certification, as this applies to the
whole establishment.
Saifol Haji Bahli, of the
International Institute for Halal
Research and Training (INHART) of
the International Islamic University
of Kuala Lumpur Malaysia3, pointed
out that this problem has been
solved in other countries by issuing
certificates for either (i) the whole
establishment, or (ii) just the
kitchen.
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Requirements for halal tourism
It is important to convince existing
tour agents, hotels, etc that “going
halal” does not involve huge
changes. The following is a quick
checklist of the main requirements.
Halal food: This is a must. Muslim
tourists will simply not eat nonhalal meat, preferring instead to
eat seafood, vegetables, fruit, etc
(all of which are halal).
Food for sahur during
Ramadan: Muslims fast from
dawn to sunset during Ramadan.
Breaking your fast at sunset (iftar)
is not a problem, as this is around
6 – 8 in the evening, when eateries
are open. However, having the
early morning meal before starting
your fast (sahur) is much more of
a problem, because this is around
3 – 5 in the morning, when
eateries are closed. Hotels that
provide facilities for Muslims to eat
sahur at this early hour put
themselves at a distinct advantage.
The above two items are essential.
The following are items that are
not essential, but “nice to have”,
and usually cheap to provide.
Information about halal
eateries, mosques etc nearby:
Such information (but about
general eateries, churches, etc, not
specifically for Muslims) is often
put in welcome packs in hotel
rooms. Also see the advertisement
below for the free “New Zealand
for Muslims” app.
Prayer timetable: Again not
essential, as this can be
downloaded easily (from the FIANZ
website4 for various locations in
New Zealand). It would show
Muslim-friendliness, for example,
to have a poster with the timetable
at reception or in the welcome
pack.
Qiblah markers: Hotel rooms in
Muslim countries regularly have
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markers showing the direction of
Makkah, so that Muslims can face
the right direction when praying.
While Muslims often take
compasses on holiday with them,
these markers would be a nice
touch.
Prayer mats: Similarly, Muslims
often take their own lightweight
prayer mats on holiday. Prayer
mats available for borrowing from
reception would create a good
impression.
Qurans in bedside tables: The
main function of Gideons
International5 is to supply copies of
the Bible for bedside tables in
hotels. Copies of the Quran (and
indeed other scriptures) would give
guests a greater choice.
Istinja: Muslims wash their private
parts after going to the toilet. In
their own homes, they often have
extra plumbing attachments for
this. It is unreasonable to expect
hotels to go to this expense.
However, even a plastic scoop
fulfils the same function.
Women-only
beach/pool/leisure facilities:
There is clearly a demand for
women-only exercise facilities. For
example, the Configure Express6
gyms in New Zealand are womenonly. However, research shows
that Muslims seldom go on holiday
for beach holidays, sporting
holidays, fitness holidays, etc. So
this is probably less important for
most Muslim tourists.
“Going halal” therefore may involve
little expense, but mean a lot for
Muslim tourists, and thus be good
for business.
1 www.facebook.com/pages/TheMustard-Seed-MalaysianRestaurant/167675086616028
2 www.halaltournz.com
3 inhart.iium.edu.my
4 www.fianz.co.nz
5 www.gideons.org
6 configureexpress.co.nz
© Mount Albert Islamic Trust
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World’s oldest Quran fragments discovered
Recent reports1 state that
fragments of the Quran found in
the Mingana Collection of Middle
Eastern manuscripts of the
University of Birmingham UK were
written during or shortly after the
lifetime of the Prophet (saw). The
fragments were found mistakenly
bound with other fragments of a
Quran dating from the late 7th
century. However, carbon-dating
by the University of Oxford shows
that the fragments date to
between 568 and 645, with 95%
accuracy. There is thus probably
overlap with the lifetime of
Prophet Muhammad (saw), who
lived between 570 and 632.
David Thomas, professor of
Christianity and Islam at the
University of Birmingham points
out2, “The person who actually
wrote it could well have known
the Prophet Muhammad. He would
have seen him probably, he would
maybe have heard him preach. He
may have known him personally –
and that really is quite a thought
to conjure with.”

Susan Worrall, Director of
Special Collections at the
University of Birmingham, said,
"The radiocarbon dating has
delivered an exciting result,
which contributes significantly
to our understanding of the
earliest written copies of the
Quran. We are thrilled that such
an important historical
document is here in
Birmingham, the most culturally
diverse city in the UK."
Birmingham has a Muslim
population of 234,411, 21.8%
of the city’s population
according to the 2011 census.
The fragments contain chapters
18 – 20 of the Quran (Surah alKahf, Mariam, Taha). The fact
that the fragments correspond
to the text found in modern
Qurans is evidence to the
faithful that the Quran has not
undergone change. However, as
Bora3 suggests, this will
probably be taken by
“hardwired sceptics” as
evidence of the unreliability of
carbon-dating.
1 Al-Jazeera (22 July 2015). One of
the world's oldest Quran
manuscripts found in UK.
www.aljazeera.com/news/
2015/07/world-oldest-quranmanuscripts-uk150722110034399.html
2 Mohammed, O. (22 July 2015).
The person who copied this Qur’an
may have personally known the
Prophet Muhammad.
qz.com/460852/the-person-whocopied-this-quran-may-havepersonally-known-the-prophetmuhammad/
3 Bora, F. (23 July 2015). What
does the discovery of the world’s
oldest Quran tell us?
qz.com/461980/what-does-thediscovery-of-the-worlds-oldestquran-tell-us
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Muslims very racially diverse in USA
The results of another survey have
been published by the Pew
Research Center1, a nonpartisan
American think tank based in
Washington, D.C. In fact, it is a reexamination of data collected for
their 2014 Religious Landscape
Study2.
This re-examination looks at how
racially diverse different religions
are within the USA. The analysis
uses five racial groups: Hispanics
(Latino), non-Hispanic whites
(White), Blacks, Asians and an
umbrella category of other races
and mixed-race Americans.
Religions include world religions
like Islam, Buddhism and
Hinduism, while Christianity is
divided into many subcategories
(see the chart).
If a religious group had exactly
equal shares of each of the five
racial groups (20% each), it would
get a 10.0 on the index; a religious
group made up entirely of one
racial group would get a 0.0.
As can be seen from the chart,
Islam is the second most racially
diverse religion. While it has small
numbers of Mixed and Latino
followers, it is evenly spread
among Whites, Blacks and Asians.
Only Seventh Day Adventists are
more diverse racially.
Not surprisingly, the overwhelming
majority of followers of Judaism
are White (ie Jews), and of
Hinduism are Asian (ie Indian).

Buddhism, however, is equally split
between Whites and Asians. This
may be due to the fact that there
are many (White) celebrities who
claim to follow Buddhism: actors
Jeff Bridges, Richard Gere, Kate
Hudson, Steven Seagal, Sharon
Stone; filmmakers George Lucas,
Oliver Stone; singers Tina Turner,
Cher, Alanis Morissette; and
musician Herbie Hancock. They
may, however, follow very different
branches of Buddhism (see their
pages in Wikipedia).
Those who responded “nothing in
particular” (score of 6.9 on the
index) are more diverse than
atheists (4.7) and agnostics (4.5).
In the last two categories, roughly
four in five are White.
There is a long tail of Protestant
Christian denominations. Three of
them (the Church of God in Christ,
the African Methodist Episcopal
Church, and the National Baptist
Convention) are overwhelmingly
Black, while the remaining
denominations are almost all
overwhelmingly White.
1 Pew Research Center (2015). The
most and least racially diverse U.S.
religious groups.
www.pewresearch.org/facttank/2015/07/27/the-most-and-leastracially-diverse-u-s-religious-groups/
2 Pew Research Center (2014).
Religious landscape study.
www.pewforum.org/religiouslandscape-study
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O mankind, indeed We
have created you from
male and female and
made you peoples and
tribes that you may
know one another.
Indeed, the most noble
of you in the sight of
Allah is the most
righteous of you.
Indeed, Allah is
Knowing and
Acquainted. (Surah alHujurat, 49:13)
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Shaykh Faraz
Rabbani
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Voice of Islam
VOI delivers the message of Islam based on the teachings of the Noble
Quran and the Sunnah (practices) of the Prophet Muhammad (saw).
VOI television is broadcast on:
 Prime in New Zealand (Freeview channel 10, and SKYTV channel 4)(6.30
am Sun)
 SKYTV channel 83 (Face TV) in New Zealand (11.30 am Sat & 9.00 am
Sun)
 CTV in Christchurch (see TV guide for times)
 Channel 9 in Dunedin (see TV guide for times)
 Fiji Broadcasting Corporation in Fiji (9.00 am Sun)
 METRO TV in Ghana, West Africa (see TV guide for times)
4 September
Quran 17: 88-89 Miracle of the Quran.
LECTURE: The responsibility of the Muslim by Mohammad Cheppih.
DOCUMENTARY: Miracles of the Quran 4 part 2.
12 September
Quran 1: 1-7 The opening.
LECTURE: Hope by Sister Yasmin Mogahed.
My path to Islam by Dominic Boff.
19 September
Quran 1: 1-7 The opening.
LECTURE: Bida – innovations in the religion of Islam by Sheikh Bilal Dannoun.
DOCUMENTARY: Answers from the Quran.
26 September
Quran 1: 1-7 The opening.
My path to Islam by Sister Glyn McLean.
No stone unturned: Hajj & Festivals by Sheikh Bilal Dannoun.
DOCUMENTARY: Answers from the Quran.

Watch VOI online, or order a free copy of the Quran: www.voitv.org
Mohammad Cheppih
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Auckland prayer timetable for September 2015
(from www.islamicFinder.org. For other cities in New Zealand, see
www.fianz.co.nz).
Date
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Fajr
5:16
5:15
5:14
5:12
5:11
5:09
5:08
5:06
5:05
5:03
5:02
5:02
4:59
4:57
4:56
4:54
4:53
4:51
4:49
4:48
4:46
4:45
4:43
4:41
4:40
4:38
5:36
5:35
5:33
5:33

Sunrise
6:42
6:41
6:39
6:38
6:37
6:35
6:34
6:32
6:31
6:29
6:28
6:28
6:25
6:23
6:22
6:20
6:19
6:17
6:16
6:14
6:13
6:11
6:10
6:08
6:07
6:05
7:04
7:02
7:01
7:01

Dhuhr
12:22
12:21
12:21
12:21
12:20
12:20
12:20
12:19
12:19
12:19
12:18
12:18
12:18
12:17
12:17
12:17
12:16
12:16
12:15
12:15
12:15
12:14
12:14
12:14
12:13
12:13
1:13
1:12
1:12
1:12

Asr 1
3:32
3:33
3:33
3:34
3:34
3:35
3:35
3:35
3:36
3:36
3:37
3:37
3:37
3:38
3:38
3:39
3:39
3:39
3:40
3:40
3:40
3:41
3:41
3:41
3:41
3:42
4:42
4:42
4:43
4:43

Asr 2 Maghrib
4:20
6:00
4:20
6:01
4:21
6:02
4:21
6:03
4:22
6:04
4:23
6:04
4:23
6:05
4:24
6:06
4:25
6:07
4:25
6:08
4:26
6:08
4:26
6:08
4:27
6:10
4:28
6:11
4:28
6:12
4:29
6:12
4:30
6:13
4:30
6:14
4:31
6:15
4:31
6:16
4:32
6:16
4:32
6:17
4:33
6:18
4:34
6:19
4:34
6:20
4:35
6:20
5:35
7:21
5:36
7:22
5:36
7:23
5:36
7:23

Isha
7:22
7:23
7:23
7:24
7:25
7:26
7:27
7:27
7:28
7:29
7:30
7:30
7:31
7:32
7:33
7:34
7:35
7:36
7:36
7:37
7:38
7:39
7:40
7:41
7:42
7:43
8:44
8:45
8:45
8:45

Asr 1: Maliki, Shafii and Hanbali schools (single shadow length)
Asr 2: Hanafi school (double shadow length)
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“The place of prayer
(salah) in religion is
like the place of the
head in the body.”
(hadith)
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Why attend Rocket Park jumuah?

Central location

Plenty of free parking

Facilities for ladies

Bayaan (religious talk) before jumuah prayers

All bayaan and khutbah in English
NB We are only open for Friday prayers – not for the five daily prayers.
In December 2010, the Senior Citizens’ Association building, Rocket Park, New North
Road, Mount Albert, was closed for renovation by the Auckland City Council. Following these
renovations, we believe we are the only jumuah in New Zealand with air-conditioning and
heating.

Subscribing / unsubscribing
If you have received this newsletter and want to unsubscribe (ie do not want to receive future
issues), please send an email to masjidnews@gmail.com with “Unsubscribe” in the subject line.
Vice versa, if you have received this newsletter indirectly, and would like to have future issues
sent to your email address each month, please send an email to masjidnews@gmail.com with
“Subscribe” in the subject line.

Back issues of Rocket Science
Missed an issue of Rocket Science? All our monthly issues are available online at the Mount
Albert Islamic Trust website: www.mtalbertislamiccentre.org

Swt, saw, as, ra
swt: subhanahu wa ta’ala “Glory to Him, the Exalted” (when mentioning Allah)
saw: salallahu alaihi wassalam “May the blessings and peace of Allah be upon him” (when mentioning Muhammad)
as: alaihis salam “Peace be on him” (when mentioning other prophets)
ra: radi allahu anhu/ha/hum “May Allah be pleased with him/her/them” (when mentioning members of Muhammad’s family, companions, etc)
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